QUIP: QUEER SPACES IN A POST-COVID WORLD

Come hear a talk by Noah Powers - Urban Age Research and Project Assistant at LSE Cities, London School of Economics. COVID-19 has been described as ‘the LGBT scene’s gravest threat ever.’ As lockdown measures shuttered bars, clubs, and other queer spaces around the world, the LGBTQ+ community suffered continual losses of these safe spaces. With the existence of these spaces under threat, Noah Powers has researched their decline and what can be done to protect them. Noah will discuss the history of queer spaces in Canada, their importance to the LGBTQ+ community, and what can be done in light of the COVID-19 pandemic to preserve them.

WHEN
September 17th, 2020
17:00

WHERE
Zoom: please register below for link

REGISTRATION

QUIP IS:
A special interest group dedicated to furthering education, mentorship, advocacy, and supports for LGBTQ2+ learners and staff, operated within the Department of Psychiatry at U of T.

SIGN UP FOR UPDATES AT:
https://bit.ly/3ba8K0q

WEBSITE: